John McCutcheon Returns in Concert to Modesto

By KEN SCHROEDER

Six-time Grammy nominated folk musician John McCutcheon performs in his 19th benefit for the Modesto Peace/Life Center on Tuesday, January 11 at 7pm at the Modesto Church of the Brethren, 2301 Woodland Ave. John is a master of the guitar, banjo, hammer dulcimer, piano, autoharp and fiddle. His annual concert has been called the best thing about January in Modesto. John’s latest albums, Bucket List and Cabin Fever, will be available at the concert.

COVID precautions will include proof of vaccination upon entry, masks indoors at all times and reduced seating. John says “Please, do your part to make sure musicians can work, venues can stay open, and we can all gather together again. And again. See you soon!” John’s video appeal to do our part is here: https://vimeo.com/600308624

You can sponsor the John McCutcheon concert

Please consider becoming a sponsor of the concert. You will receive tickets to the concert, your name in the program, and reserved seating. Five levels of sponsorship are available:

- Autoharp — $40 One ticket
- Guitar — $75 Two tickets
- Banjo — $150 Four tickets
- Piano — $300 Eight tickets
- Hammer Dulcimer — $500 Sixteen tickets.

You may send your sponsorship donation check to the Modesto Peace/Life Center, PO Box 134, Modesto CA 95354. Please let us know the level of sponsorship and whether you have a dedication. Write “sponsor” in the memo on your check.

Specify how you would like the dedication to appear in the program (such as “In Honor of...

8 Tips to Get You Through Difficult Conversations This Holiday Season

By SARAH VAN GELDER

It’s a year since the election. You’re preparing to get together with friends or family for a Thanksgiving feast or looking ahead to end-of-year holidays, but there’s one thing you’re dreading: the conversation with the family member or friend who voted for Donald Trump.

What do you say? How do you deal with a divide that has fractured a nation and even reached into our families?

I recently sat down with Linda Stout, founder of Spirit in Action, who grew up in a poor, white community in rural North Carolina, and who has, for years, organized poor people across race, class, and political lines. Her insights helped me to see the opportunities in these kinds of difficult conversations. So, inspired by her stories, here’s an eight-step plan for getting through the holidays:

1. Prepare In Advance: Bring short statements of gratitude, poems, a song, or a story to the gathering. Or perhaps bring history: Stout used to read aloud from Howard Zinn’s People’s History of the United States so her children would hear the unsanitized version of early encounters between settlers and Native people.

2. Listen: When difficult political discussions come up, listen first, Stout said, even to those you disagree with. Listen especially for the other person’s struggles and hopes. When people feel heard, they are more open to other viewpoints.

3. Acknowledge The Other Person’s Experience And Opinions: Ask respectful questions based on authentic curiosity about their lives.


Stout told me that her family has a tradition of storytelling, but if it doesn’t come naturally to you, prepare stories to share in...
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Modesto needs a Police Review Commission with an Independent Police Auditor

A Civilian Review Committee composed of representatives from various community organizations, including the Modesto Peace/Life Center, has prepared specific proposal documents, modeled upon the City of Davis’ successful police review process, which have been sent to each member of the Modesto City Council. Please contact your councilmember and urge support for a Civilian Police Review Board with an Independent Police Auditor To receive a copy of these documents, email Jim Costello, jcostello@igc.org

A Community Forum on Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement for Modesto, with recognized experts on this issue, was held on February 27, 2021. Watch it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39G3jin10HU

Supported by the following groups: Modesto/Stanislaus NAACP, ACLU Stanislaus, Latino Community Roundtable, North Valley Labor Federation, Modesto Peace/Life Center, Faith in the Valley, Democratic Women’s Club of Stanislaus, Valley Improvement Projects, Invisible Stanislaus, Turlock Black Lives Matter Movement, Stanislaus & Tuolomne Central Labor Council, United Domestic Workers of America UDW/AFSCME 3930, Advocates for Justice, DSA Stanislaus, Modesto Church of the Brethren.

ACTION: Get your local organization to sign on to this effort. How? Email Jim Costello at jcostello@igc.org for information.

Follow closely “Forward Together”—An initiative focused on police-community relations started by the City of Modesto at https://www.modestogov.com/forwardtogether. And watch for news about Sheriff Dirkse’s “Project Resolve.”

8 Tips to Get You Through Difficult Conversations
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advances. The best stories are ones you or someone close to you experienced. But you can also turn to stories you’ve heard or read. The main thing is that they are true and heartfelt.

5. Share Facts, But Sparingly: Talk about what you know to be true, but don’t use information as a weapon; use it to increase understanding. Especially in a time when so many are suspicious of experts, trusted friends and family can be better at breaking through the fake news and offering a reality check.

6. Avoid Jargon: Many progressives speak in ways that “leave people behind,” Stout said. Avoid in-group language. This may be difficult if you mainly talk to activist friends or to other people in your profession; in both cases, language signifies your identity and your community—and excludes people. Specific, simple, straightforward words are most powerful.

Stout told me about her conservative, Southern relatives who were complaining to her about a nearby Occupy encampment. Stout explained that the occupiers objected to growing inequality—that corporations were getting huge tax breaks and government giveaways while hard-working families couldn’t catch a break. Then there was silence, she told me. “Why don’t they explain it so people can understand it,” they asked her. While language about the “99 percent” had contributed to this. And racism, sexism, and other “isms” are always just below the surface, ready to pop up when people are stressed. These divides keep us distracted and distrustful of each other, while dirty energy corporations continue polluting our air and water, and the military-industrial complex continues to threaten our future.

During the holidays, we might be able to turn down the volume of hostility and create some threads of understanding. And that would be something to be thankful for.

SARAH VAN GELDER is a co-founder and columnist at YES!, founder of PeoplesHub, and author of The Revolution Where You Live: Stories from a 12,000-Mile Journey Through a New America. Reprinted from Yes Magazine.

27 Ways to Beat the Supply Chain Slump and Give the Greatest Holiday Gifts Ever

You’ll never again gift another store-bought candle

By KATIE O’REILLY | Nov 26 2021, Sierra Magazine

This Black Friday, we may be forced to rethink America’s great shopping addiction.

Most of us are well aware that the global supply chain crisis has led to raw-material shortages and shipping delays. Experts predict these snarls won’t let up until next year or beyond. This could be a taste of what’s to come: Climate disasters are sure to impact how we produce, source, and ship the materials used to make food items, cell phones, cars, toys, and all manner of popular holiday gifts. The time is nigh for a shift in our collective consumerist habits.

Unfortunately, the pandemic fundamentally altered the way many of us shop—digital sales ballooned in 2020, creating a glut of padded mailers, shrink wrap, and, well, stuff—an alarming amount of which is ultimately destined for the landfill. Currently, less than 14 percent of the nearly 86 million tons of plastic packaging produced globally each year is recycled.

MAPS offers free community science programs

UA Astrobiologist Helps NASA Search for Life on Other Planets | University of Arizona News
Margaret Turnbull | SETI Institute
Margaret Turnbull - Wikipedia
Do Any Exoplanets Have Intelligent Occupants? (SETIcon 2) - YouTube

MAPS is grateful to the MJC Foundation, SCOE, MJC, the MTA (Modesto Teachers Assn.) and the GVM for generous support.

The good news is, holiday magic isn’t contingent on a well-greased Amazon Prime account, nor transit via multiple far-flung shipping containers. Most of us don’t need or want more stuff anyway. While problematic in countless ways, a supply chain kerfuffle on a global scale may be just the catalyst we need to think outside the box—and outside the ‘Zon.”

Make 2021 the year of the DIY, experiential, and/or treasure-hunted used gift. These heartfelt items carry bona fides for both recipient and giver. For one, you’ll save plenty of cash. For another, making something with your own hands, or finding the most meaningful thrifty treasure, is bound to release happiness hormones—hardly a benefit to reap when mindlessly ordering up another Instant Pot or video game console.

Give the gift of a warm meal. Home-cooked food says “I care about you” so much more than any store-bought item like generic candles, socks, or picture frames, says Meaghan Matthews from MSNBC because he “was a good ol’ boy” and that he had decided to limit his Fox News viewing to just one night per week.

The divides in our country have become profound. Fear of an uncertain future, economic dislocation, fake news, social isolation, and the belligerence of our tweeter-in-chief have contributed to this. And racism, sexism, and other “isms” are always just below the surface, ready to pop up when people are stressed. These divides keep us distracted and distrustful of each other, while dirty energy corporations continue polluting our air and water, and the military-industrial complex continues to threaten our future.

During the holidays, we might be able to turn down the volume of hostility and create some threads of understanding. And that would be something to be thankful for.
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A Few Personal Thoughts on the Pandemic

By TOM PORTWOOD

As I write, a soft November fog kisses the crinkling leaves of the Willow by my apartment. Low-hanging clouds had lingered through much of this Thursday, giving the landscape the timeless patina of a Technicolor film from long ago. The busy intersection of Floyd and Coffee, near where I live, always looks pretty and autumnal at this time of year, the foliage on the Chinese Pistache trees by the dental office vibrant and dramatic, the pile of leaves cascading from the Gingko bright yellow.

This is now the second holiday season we’re entering with the COVID pandemic casting a shadow over everything. Sometimes we think the virus is receding but then a new wave arrives, the rates of transmission and deaths slowly edge upward once more, often rising precipitously for a time, and our hopes of returning to a pre-pandemic “normal” are dashed yet again. Of course, we need to keep living our lives to the fullest extent possible, but that isn’t always easy.

As of November 18th, we’ve lost 1,404 people to COVID so, at this point, one out of every 396 of us has been taken by this killer (based on an estimated Stanislaus County population of 555,728 residents in 2021). The losses are real, impacting families and their loved ones from one end of the County to the other.

Of course, COVID has had an impact on almost every aspect of life and started dividing us almost from the moment the first cases were reported in the Valley. All the issues surrounding COVID have only intensified the divisions that had been splitting us apart along partisan lines for a decade or more. And that’s something of a calamity, not only because all the conspiracies and misinformation undermine the key public health messages that can save lives, but because embracing a cavalier attitude toward the virus disrespects the heroic contributions of every one of the essential workers and volunteers who are working so hard to keep the world running on track as best they can.

There’s a small pond nestled in the apartment complex where I live. It’s something of a gathering place for neighbors walking around the grounds and attracts its fair share of wild birds – Canada Geese come calling in the early months of the year, as do Snowy Egrets. One September, a Great Blue Heron swooped in for a couple of days and lunched at the pond like it was a snack bar. And long before I moved into almost eight years ago, the pond has been home to varying numbers of ducks, mostly Mallards.

Earlier this week I had walked out into a cool afternoon, a light breeze playing among the trees surrounding the pond. The sun had finally burned off most of the Tule fog, at least for a few hours, and it was quite splendid outside. Loaded down with a hamper full of clothes and detergent and heading for the community laundry room, I looked across the water searching for the ducks. The presence of the ducks has become a kind of talisman for me, a sign that nature can buoy our flagging spirits by simply being there. Not finding the ducks on the water, I began scanning the thick ivy for any signs of the Mallards. I was not to be disappointed. There, by the water’s edge, and bobbing blissfully about lush ivy leaves I counted them – two or three Mallards here, several others on the other side of the pond, two others anchored in the little cove-like space below the eucalyptus - suddenly the landscape was aflutter with waterfowl, splashes of teal green, scarlet, indigo blue feathers shimmering in sunlight.

Following twenty hard months of this pandemic’s brutal moments, its sometimes high and many lows, these ducks can still bring a smile to my face, even if they are the noisiest neighbors I’ve ever had. They constantly remind me that we are just part of a greater whole - that we share this beautiful planet with our fellow creatures, that we are in fact connected to every living animal and plant.

We are connected to each other as well. Last year, in those early months of lockdown and uncertainty, I was reminded just how tightknit and interconnected a community can be, how gracious and generous people are, especially when the chips are down. As March gave way to April several of my neighbors - knowing I didn’t drive and might have a hard time getting to the store or medical appointments - offered to help me in any way they could. Anytime I needed it, they said, without hesitating for a minute. Without blinking an eye. I was, and am, truly touched by their kindness.

During these last couple of years, I’ve learned much more about some of my neighbors and the difficulties they’ve faced during the pandemic. At least two of them work in healthcare settings and were among the first people I knew to get vaccinated. Three others work long, hard hours at essential jobs, are always dead-tired when they come home, and are the friendliest, most considerate neighbors you could ask for. Another neighbor comes by with her little dog on those days when I have a chair out on the front stoop of my apartment. We typically chat for a few minutes; find out what each of us is having for dinner. As we talk, her snowball-fluff of a dog peers up at me to get his chin scratched. Two babies have been born and both must be more than a year old by now. And I’ve had the privilege of watching a few toddlers taking their first herky-jerky walks around the pond, their respective moms one step behind them - hands out, ever ready to catch a fall.

Life goes on, as it turns out, even in the midst of so much loss, as it must and should. If the pandemic has taught us anything it’s that life is even more fragile than we thought it was two short years ago. None of us needed a reminder that every moment counts. But it does. Actually, reminders are all around us, all the time.
Students Say Teach the Truth

An LFJ award winner centers her students’ perspectives in the current conversation about racism, social justice education and the need for an inclusive national narrative.

BY ELIZABETH KLEINROCK

Although we’ve recently witnessed a mainstream mass awakening to the prevalence of racism in our society with the increased visibility of movements such as Black Lives Matter and Stop Asian Hate, lawmakers, educators and caregivers in 20 states are currently fighting legislative and other battles over what confused legislators are calling the presence of Critical Race Theory (CRT) in K-12 schools. At this moment, these legislators and their supporters are misusing CRT as an umbrella term for topics such as race, racism, gender, diversity, equity, liberation and identity, among others. However, it’s not lost on me that the opinions missing from this conversation are those of the people most directly affected: our students.

As these laws will touch millions of our nation’s youth, I wondered what my students thought about this ongoing battle over teaching about race, racism and U.S. history. The following responses were collected from a group of my current and former students, ranging from fifth to ninth grades. (All students who are quoted volunteered to participate and gave permission for their words to be used anonymously.)

Question: Right now, many teachers, parents and politicians are trying to pass laws to make it illegal for schools to teach about race, racism, gender and privilege, among other social justice-related topics. Some even call teaching about these issues brainwashing and believe it will cause people to be more divided. Do you agree or disagree? Why?

- I think it’s a good thing to have people teach children about race and racism because teaching is not just about teaching math, reading and writing, although those subjects are all important. It’s about teaching culture and history and being able to learn all the terrible things that have happened in history. And teaching children that racism is not a good thing will make an impact on the world later and just because people were born with a different color skin than other people, that doesn’t mean that they deserve any less that other people do. And I would like you to think to yourself of 3 really good reasons why people of color deserve less than you do. I sure can’t. (fifth grader)

- It is important for kids to know about these topics. For example, I think the most horrible period of the U.S. was slavery, because white people treated African Americans as animals, and that is not ok. We should all share the same rights, and be treated like humans. I think kids should learn about social justice topics like gender, race, feminism etc. because it will allow them to realize the mistakes done in the past, so we don’t repeat it again. (eighth grader)

- I think it is so important to learn about social justice in school. If children aren’t learning this then we will be going back in time. Separation and division will be more extreme as if we are to teach our generation what we have done wrong so they know what to do better. If we are ever actually looking for a future of equality then we must properly teach our future and present. (ninth grader)

- Learning about race and racism is a very sensitive topic, but far from brainwashing. If people don’t start to learn, there really won’t be any progress, everyone will just keep hating everyone who’s different. It’s only a sensitive topic because people are uncomfortable talking about it, and that’s not right. In the future if people start to learn about equality, hopefully this topic will just be normal. (seventh grader)

- I think that it is even more brainwashing to deny that there are hate crimes happening everywhere. This world has awful things but we can absolutely change the way that we treat each other. (ninth grader)

- Although these topics may be new, they are a crucial part of a student’s education. I completely disagree with those trying to pass laws to make it illegal to learn about social justice issues. To this day, a class that has always stuck with me was 4th grade. This is because it provided a safe space for students to learn about politics and social justice issues without being judged or feeling unaccepted. It is so important for young children to learn about others’ gender identity, race, and culture, without being taught to have a close-minded view on people who are different from them. Learning about and accepting differences from young ages is so important because it sets up their views on life from a young age. In today’s society we need to have people growing up knowing that they are safe and accepted rather than scared. They need to grow up without the fear of being hurt due to race, sexuality, gender, etc. The main way to do this is by incorporating unbiased information into classes and letting students learn who they are and why it is important to stand for what you believe in and to accept others. So no, I absolutely disagree with making it illegal to teach students about social justice issues. (ninth grader)

- I think that teachers should be able to teach about race, racism, gender, privilege. If we learn about it we will be able and aware to understand what is going on in the world much better. If teachers teach students facts and a variety of perspectives about race, racism, gender, privilege then the students can come to a conclusion on their own. (sixth grader)

- In the state of our world at the moment, I think it’s crucial for everyone to be aware of all the issues that are happening. I especially think that it’s important for kids to know what is happening, because they are the future and it is key for them to be educated. I understand that parents want to shield their kids from real world topics like racism, privilege, and lots of other issues that we face. Kids should learn about that stuff at a young age because it’s crucial that they know what is wrong, so they can be inspired to be an activist for change. If you shield them away from the problems then it is more likely that they will show up. I disagree with the law because when I was younger I was taught about social justice issues. One of them included equal pay for women, and it really inspired me to do more research about equality. That was something that I was super passionate about, and still am, and if no one taught me about that, I would’ve missed out on learning something that could affect me years down the road, and I fear if we don’t teach these social issues now to kids, that is exactly what’s going to happen to them. (ninth grader)

Rather than center our own, adult perspectives, we cannot forget that our education system exists to serve our students. It’s our responsibility to equip them with the tools to learn from mistakes of the past and build a better future. Lessons that tackle issues my students mentioned—such as gender-based pay disparities, the ugly parts of U.S. history such as enslavement, and how racism permeates and manifests in our society—invite young learners to view our nation holistically and draw their own conclusions.

Those of us who teach about identity and history within the context of the United States do so because we care about the students who just published her first book. She is also a 2018 recipient of the Teaching Tolerance Award for Excellence in Teaching. Reprinted with permission of Learning for Justice, a project of the Southern Poverty Law Center. https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/students-say-teach-the-truth
“Climate Has Changed for 3½ Billion Years; Why Should it Stop Now?”

By RICHARD ANDERSON, Ph.D.

From The Valley Citizen

Sometimes the Valley’s science-deniers get to be too much for Dr. Richard Anderson, a retired Professor of Biology formerly at Modesto Junior College. With a PhD in plant cell structure and a master’s degree in marine biology, along with decades of further study, Anderson offers clear explanations of climate change basics. Like all great teachers, he has a special gift for making complex issues clear. Here’s his response to those who deny or don’t understand the science behind climate change.

A dominant problem blocking many people from recognizing that human CO2 emissions are overheating the Earth is that they know Earth’s climate has drastically changed in the past. Then they reason, present-day warming is just another natural swing of the thermometer.

A couple days ago, a friend asked me, “How do I know this global warming thing isn’t just another cycle that has happened for thousands of years?”

In 2009, a CSU Stanislaus professor presented a Science Colloquium talk at MJC, “Climate Has Changed for 3½ Billion Years; Why Should it Stop Now?” Check out: https://vimeo.com/647014371

Just this November, an MJC philosophy professor railed at me in an email:

“I am AMAZED that you can swallow this “Climate Change” garbage you are selling, after reviewing just a bit of the Geological history of earth. Of COURSE, the climate changes back and forth.

“There have been VAST swings in temperature and CO2 levels over the past 4 and a half billion years on earth. The “burning” question here is whether the CO2 levels are the main driver of Climate change, and whether present CO2 levels threaten to burn us all up. The answer to these questions appears to be as resounding NO.”

In 2013, Dr. John Holdren, Barack Obama’s science advisor, was grilled by Rep. Wayne Stockman of Texas during a Republican-led inquiry to find the truth about current global warming. Check this out: https://youtu.be/nVqKZqgx3W4

Holdren points out that current science shows that the ~100,000-year Milankovitch cycles start and end the recent ice ages. The temperature of Earth starts rising at the end of an ice age, causing the release of CO2. This comes from the warming oceans and the release of coastal methane hydrates, release of methane from soils like tundra and peat bogs, and more. The CO2 rise is a positive feedback mechanism result, not primary cause of the warming. All of these are operating right now.

Orbital cycles as the cause of ice ages is not a new idea. Check out this graph showing the extra warming of our Earth that was expected by earth/climate scientists as early as 1979, by Imbrie and Imbrie, Ice Ages, Solving the Mystery:

Spend a few moments pondering this graph. It shows that we presently are in an expected cooling period, leading into the next ice age. But Earth has NOT started to cool down. Why? It’s not a secret: Anthropogenic global warming. The Imbries say we are now in a “Super-Interglacial.”

Climate scientists don’t just make this stuff up. Here is a graph of data from the Russian ice core drilled above Vostok Lake. Note in the upper right, the CO2 is now 414.57 parts per million on 11/15/21 and rising.)

Readers may be familiar with this graph. Temperature is the red line; the CO2 concentration is the blue line. There are people who discount CO2’s importance because at the start of a glacial period, the temperature may rise a bit BEFORE the CO2 rises. Some erroneously conclude, “Therefore CO2 isn’t the cause of ice age temperature swings. It isn’t a problem now.”

Indeed, during recent ice ages, CO2 was not the primary cause of the warming. It was an amplifier of the orbital cycle effects. Since the Industrial Revolution, human CO2 emissions have become the primary cause of our current warming. Failing to understand this, we will fail to address one of the greatest natural calamities humankind has ever faced.

As humans add over 30 billion tons of CO2 annually to our air, this warms the Earth; makes our oceans more acidic; causes the ocean’s volume to expand and sea levels to rise; and exacerbates so many climate disruptions that we are enduring- a growing assault on the future security of people everywhere.
By ERIC CAINE, The Valley Citizen

“Almost all emergency shelters of today are over their heads,” said Major Harold Laubach at Modesto’s Salvation Army Berberian Shelter on November 19. “But for people with mental health issues, we are probably the best alternative. Forty percent of our residents deal with mental health challenges and another 40 percent deal with substance abuse challenges.”

Laubach was responding to a growing litany of complaints from residents of Stanislaus County’s low barrier shelter that rules are arbitrary, staff members too often look down on residents, and promises of housing have been made in bad faith. The low barrier shelter shares a building with a more traditional Salvation Army Shelter on 9th Street, near downtown Modesto.

A great many of the shelter’s problems arise from its growing role as the only alternative for mentally ill, physically disabled, and recently discharged hospital patients. Moreover, many who seek shelter have perilous health conditions when they enter.

“The fire truck and an ambulance come here almost every day,” said Laubach. Laubach also said some of today’s laws contribute to the growing burden shelters carry as the last resort for people with nowhere to go.

Even so, people are sometimes able to smuggle drugs in.”

Laubach said there are very creative ways to smuggle drugs into the shelter.

“We found drugs in those household safes disguised as canned goods. We’ve had people smuggle drugs in using soda cans to conceal the drugs. And when you are working with people with addictions, we sometimes find them unconscious in the bathrooms.”

Complaints about the bathrooms are among the most common from shelter residents, despite the new ADA compliant bathrooms. When asked why he repeatedly left the shelter, the late Alan Davis said it was because he couldn’t use the bathrooms. Davis was in a wheelchair, and the bathrooms are handicapped-accessible, so few people took Davis seriously. However, there could be other issues with bathroom services, including lack of capacity for the number of residents.

“They shouldn’t have women cleaning the men’s room,” said Tyrone Thomas, a long-term resident. “I had to go and wasn’t allowed in because a woman was cleaning. It was late at night and I couldn’t wait.”

Another long-term resident, Daniel Shockley, was evicted from the shelter after another dispute involving the restrooms.

“They have cameras. They could check and see I never touched her,” said Lopez, bitter about having been ordered to leave the shelter.

Even with a robust security system with cameras, the shelter’s managers often have to rely on verbal reports from the parties involved in an argument. Such cases can easily turn into competitions where seeking the truth is less valued than seeking to avoid responsibility or blame. These kinds of controversies, if they can be resolved at all, require the kind of professional counseling or arbitration required of social

To Increase NON-Congregate Shelter or Not

By FRANK PLOOF

First, let me share a recent article [on this page and] in The Valley Citizen: Homeless: The (almost) Unbearable Burden of Shelters

After reading, ask yourself, “How can we better serve the most vulnerable people in our community? What can we do?”

Clearly what we have been doing works for some but fails too many, especially the mentally ill, physically and mentally disabled, the elderly and the infirm.

Do we just want them out of sight, or do we really want to provide them the help they need to improve their lives to whatever degree is possible?

What kind of community do we want to be known as?

My option is to embrace them as fellow humans who in many cases are broken and need to be healed to whatever level possible. The first step is to get them appropriate shelter as soon as possible.

We have thousands of folks in the county who now live literally unsheltered, as well as in emergency shelters, in vehicles and travel trailers, and who couch surf. Many bed down on our streets and in our parks. They have nowhere to go and often lack access even to a rest room.

With leadership and political will, we can strengthen our community and do it quickly by providing cost effective, non-congregate community shelter. Costs are efficient in several ways, but especially insofar as current costs to get people inside are astronomical and soaring.

Rough specs for transitional housing options can be from 64-400 sq/ft; most feature quick set-up and, costed out, prove to be more cost-effective than current approaches and traditional future options such as permanent housing which takes years. The market place has many viable alternatives, such as palletshelter.com, boxabl.com, and, if you’re really interested in options, go to the Innovation Showcase site. Here are some examples of pallet shelter villages in CA.

Lastly, there are at least four different housing planning projects on-going in the county/cities and none address the issue of this type of housing adequately, if at all! But we don’t need expensive and lengthy planning projects do deal with this critical emergency, we just need to do it!

Since it’s a weekend, a bonus read: A Portland pallet shelter village.
Homeless: The Wonderful Alchemy of Work

By ERIC CAINE, The Valley Citizen

In the end, it wasn’t the beatings, the sexual abuse, the hunger or the ugly words that broke Carrie Turnquist; it was the indifference of others.

After she was badly beaten when a passenger in a passing car jumped out, pulled her hair back and began punching her in the face and head, she lay on the sidewalk while people watched and did nothing.

“I felt like a dog that had been injured and tossed to the side of the road,” she said. “Nobody cared. Nobody offered to help. I felt like my life didn’t matter to anyone. I was badly bruised and bleeding and had to walk by myself to Doctor’s Hospital. I knew I had to get out.”

Carrie was beaten on South 9th Street in Modesto on February 15, 2017, in an area so notorious for drugs, crime and prostitution it was featured in a 2016 documentary film entitled, “The Nine.” At the time, she had been a Modesto resident for over twenty years, most of them homeless.

Carrie had been beaten before, off and on all her life, but never this severely. The daughter of an alcoholic mother who belittled and blamed her, and an often-absent father, she felt rejected almost from birth.

Born 44 years ago in Salinas, California, Carrie’s world came apart when her father died, followed four weeks later by her sister. Afflicted with a severe overbite and a tendency to put on weight, she was a natural target for the cruel ridicule of kids and classmates, ridicule that continued into adulthood.

“I looked like a donkey or a rabbit,” she said, “and at one time I weighed 400 pounds.”

By her late 20s, she was a drug-using criminal with a specialty as designated driver of getaway cars for thieves and robbers. Attempts to establish stability and security through marriage and work were thwarted by a husband who stole and squandered money. She fell into homelessness repeatedly, even after stints with Sacramento’s Loaves and Fishes program.

Carrie’s life began to change when Beard Brook Village opened for permitted camping in the fall of 2018. In 2019, not long after Beard Brook closed down, Carrie moved with hundreds of others to the Modesto Outdoor Emergency Shelter (MOES).

For a woman who had been belittled, ridiculed, beaten or ignored most of her life, MOES became a haven, even though she still suffered from occasional bullying and taunting. The biggest difference for Carrie was she found people who listened and tried to help.

“Doug Holcomb was wonderful,” she said of the camp’s director of logistics and support. “He listened to me and he really cared. Red Hawk [Darnelle] was always there when I needed him. That lady at the Spotlight Café [Angel Huerta] is a miracle worker and so is the man with the red truck [Frank Ploof]; they are angels,” she said of the staff and volunteers who were an almost daily presence at the campsite.

For almost the first time in her life, Carrie began to feel a sense of self-worth and dignity. At times, though, she still felt helpless and vulnerable. She also got a much-needed rest.

“You never have a chance for R&R [rest and relaxation] when you’re homeless,” she said. “You’re always being told to move from wherever you are. You can’t even get a good night’s sleep.”

At MOES, Carrie qualified for dental assistance. Later, she received new teeth and corrections for her overbite. She lost the teeth when they were confiscated by a self-appointed custodian of the Tuolumne River.

“I was fishing along the river one day when I left my stuff for a few minutes,” she said. “When I came back this man in a pontoon boat had taken my pole and belongings. I asked to at least give me back my teeth and the medicine for my dog, but he told me I had no rights and didn’t belong along the river.”

Losing her teeth was a devastating blow, but it was even worse to lose the medication for her beloved dog, Peanut.

“For a lot of homeless people, their dog is all they have,” she said. “They would commit a major felony to get their dog back from the pound. That’s why it’s so hard for homeless people when they have to give up their dog to go into a shelter or even when they have to put it in a cage at night.”

When Carrie moved into a local shelter after MOES closed, she had a long talk with Peanut about having to stay in a cage at night.

“I kept telling her everything was all right and I was still there for her,” she said.

Carrie was able to adjust to having Peanut in a cage, but had difficulty understanding some of the rules at the shelter, especially when the Covid pandemic brought about more complicated requirements.

“I got kicked out when they thought I was exposed to Covid. All I asked them was how to understand exposure. I said that ‘does it count as exposure if you talked to someone who talked to someone who talked to someone who had been exposed.’ I didn’t know what counted as exposure.”

Still struggling to adjust to shelter living, Carrie found the path she’d been looking for when she joined the Downtown Streets Team (DST).

DST offers a deceptively simple program with a remarkable record of success getting homeless people off the streets.

“We don’t have a handbook,” said DST Project Manager Meggan Clifford, “People grow organically from peer inspi-

 ration and instruction.”

Rules at DST are simple.

The most important rule, said Clifford, is, “show up. Once someone joins, all we say at first is, ‘show up, and walk with the team.’” At first, there are no other requirements, not even a drug test.

“Sometimes we have to send someone home,” said Clifford, “but not often.”

DST is designed to get homeless people off the streets and into housing by means of gainful employment. One key to its success is buy-in from team members, who volunteer to join.

Volunteers join teams that pick up trash. They agree to receive stipends in the form of coupons redeemable at local retailers. Almost unconsciously, they learn simultaneously the value of work and necessary skills of resource management, i.e., how to manage money through the use of the coupons.

“It’s not enough to get people housed,” said Clifford, “you’ve got to teach them how to stay housed. The longer people are homeless, the less able they are to become self-sufficient, even when inside. We’ve had people go shopping for groceries then put the meat they’ve bought into cabinets. They don’t know it goes in the refrigerator.”

Designed to last a year, the DST program puts fundamentals like showing up ahead of filling out forms, traversing a labyrinth of services and care providers, and producing credentials and job histories. A basic principle is that useful work bestows dignity and self-respect, especially when guided by peers.

“We have 60 people in the Modesto program, and 40 on the waiting list,” said Clifford, attesting to the popularity of a program for people who often refuse help of any kind.

Ask Carrie Turnquist what she’s learned working with the Streets Team, and she says, “Meggan [Clifford] taught me I am valuable, worthy and important.”

Today, Carrie Turnquist proudly wears the green shirt of a team leader for the Downtown Streets Team. After qualifying for rental assistance, she has an apartment of her own.

She says, “I feel like a giant. I even understand now what happened to my mother. She went through so much I never understood. She’s a giant too.”

Like a lot of working people, Carrie has a routine for when she gets off work:

BEAT THE SUPPLY CHAIN CHAOS!

27 Ways to Beat the Supply Chain Slump

Thomas, co-owner of Pinch Spice Market. “Whether it’s something like a casserole or a pie left on their doorstep, or a holiday card with a coupon for a meal at a time of their choosing, you’re pouring heart and care into the gift, and recipients feel that.”

Here’s a holiday gift for outdoors-lovers that won’t be impacted by the global supply chain: a digital version of the America the Beautiful Pass ($80), which grants recipients (plus three accompanying adults aged 16 and older) free entry into 2,000 federal recreation areas (including all 63 national parks) for a year. Even if your giftee already has a pass, they can use your present to renew their own once it expires. And you can feel good about the fact that proceeds from pass sales are used to fund public lands. In the same vein, REI offers an Annual Northwest Forest Pass ($30) good for entry in all US Forest Service-managed forests in Washington and Oregon for a year. Trust us, these kinds of gifts truly inspire adventures.

Here’s another digital slam dunk for the happy (and about to become happier) campers on your list: The Dyrt Pro ($36). The premium offering available from camping app The Dyrt (free to download from Apple and Google Play App Stores), this service helps camping enthusiasts plan road trips, find free campsites on public lands, use the app even while offline, and grants access to more than 4 million user-generated campground reviews and tips.

“Tis the season to get crafty—which is more feasible than it probably was the last time you busted out the scissors and glue, as we now live in the Age of Instructional YouTube. If you’ve got extra cotton rope hanging around the house, Tina Hawk, CEO and founder of Choice Mutual, says to go online to learn how to make macramé hangers for houseplant lovers. “Make more if you get the hang of it—it’ll save you a ton of money buying expensive gifts.” Hawk also recommends looking into how to upcycle wine corks into ornaments and adds that gifting homemade food items is one of the most feasible ways to beat the supply-chain slump. “As long as you can find basic baking ingredients, you’re good to gift gingerbread cookies, festive jams and marmalades, and traditional Christmas puddings,” Hawk says. “Even better? Come up with creative recipes using what you already have in reserve. You’ll be surprised with just how far some ingenuity and a bit of risk-taking in the kitchen will get you.”

Even better? Craft an uber-personalized item. Cobble a loved one’s old tee shirts into a quilt (those who don’t sew can use iron glue) or create a coupon book of activities and favors custom-tailored to your recipient. Lifestyle and fashion blogger Maria Juvakka loves to make personalized photo candles. “All you need is a tall white candle, clear packing tape, and a few laser-printed photos,” she says. “Once you have photos laser-printed from the local copy shop, and any printed-out quotes you want to include, cover them with tape and soak them in water for 10 to 15 minutes. Then, peel off the paper, dry the photo, and stick it to the side of a candle.”

Not an artiste or craftsperson yourself? You can still get around the supply chain meltdown and give the gift of one-of-a-kind art. It gives you a great excuse to check out local galleries and art shows, and your purchases will help sustain your community’s artists. You can even commission personalized pieces for friends and family members (though if you decide to go that route, be sure to order well ahead of time to give the artist time to create).

Who doesn’t love tea, coffee, and/or cider? Most of us have some variety packs of tea and coffee festering in our pantries (after all, we tend to only use the flavors we like best) that we can bundle into unused mugs (let’s be honest; most of us have a cupboard-full of them but only use one or two). This tip comes care of Ian Sells, CEO of RebateKey, who also plans to give out homemade fire cider: i.e., the folk remedy/health tonic used for decades to protect against colds and flu, and ease sinus congestion. “There are tons of recipes out there, the ingredients are easy to find, and it’s always great to master your own flavor—experimenting with content ratio, or adding a different spice for a new kick;” he says. “Get nice bottles and label them for the holidays.”

Create a collection of positive affirmations. Certified stress management coach Stephen Light recommends gathering some paper and markers to create a personalized “self-care kit” for loved ones. For every day of 2022, write down an affirmation (these can be as simple as “I am loved” or “I am worthy” or hyper-specific to your loved one’s experiences and goals, such as “I am attracting the work that is right for me” for someone going through a career change). “The idea is to write from the heart and reinforce their inherent self-worth,” says Light, who further recommends “releasing your inner artist” by decorating each page and personalizing every corner of the booklet “so the recipient feels even more seen and loved.”

Similarly, you could create a stack of “just in case” letters for a loved one. This idea comes from writer Emily Applebaum, who recommends penning a series of sincere letters for different situations and marking them accordingly: “Read this when you’re feeling gloomy” or “Read this when you have something to celebrate.” Applebaum says, “This is a present loved by everyone. It doesn’t require expensive things, but it does require time and effort.”

Familiarity can be a great (and comforting!) gift. Kyle MacDonald from Faire by Maija likes to pay for subscriptions to services the recipient already digs, like Netflix or Spotify. “There’s often pressure for gift-giving to be about novelty, but sticking with what’s familiar ensures the gift will be enjoyed and used.” If COVID rates stay low, MacDonald adds that a good old-fashioned cookie swap can always serve as a replacement for a traditional gift exchange at a family or office party. Victoria Cornwall, founder of Motherhood Life Balance, likes to bake a few different types of cookies and mix them up in giftable cookie jars. “I also include a recipe card so they can make a favorite cookie for themselves.”

Cornell also recommends finding old frames you no longer use and re-gifting the frame with a picture you know a friend or family member would love.

Make a donation in a loved one’s name to a cause they’re passionate about. The holiday season is as good a time as ever to consider setting aside fancy gadgets and other goodies and instead giving the gift of your support to an organization that matters—those on the front lines of civil liberties, women’s rights, LGBTQ causes, immigrants, and of course, the climate and environment. Better yet, you could let your loved ones be strategic about their own causes and give the gift of a gift card to Pennyloafer. They’ll not only be able to learn about all sorts of different organizations involved in their cause, but spread their support among multiple organizations, and work with others to affect collective impact around select causes (like fighting the climate crisis, or mental health).

Throw loved ones a unique experience—a virtual experience. Kevin Burke of Extension PR recommends the following offerings from Squarespace entrepreneurs:

- Pilates by Amanda: Virtual pilates classes taught by celebrity trainer Amanda Kassar (whose clients include Sofia Richie and Whitney Port).
- The Storology: Astrologer Kirah Taboun offers unique, one-on-one astrology readings, webinars, and workshops via Zoom.
- We Met at Acme: Lindsey Metz of the popular podcast We
Mark Nicoll-Johnson
Outstanding Central Valley Poet

Mark Nicoll-Johnson was raised in Reseda, California, and educated in Los Angeles public schools, Occidental College & the University of Oregon, among other places. He began teaching in the late 1970s and spent most of his 37-year career in the Department of English at Merced College. Now he and his wife Teri divide their time between Modesto and Pacific Grove. His work has appeared in Hardpan, More Than Soil, More Than Sky, In the Grove, and in his chapbook, 3 x 3: Nine Poems from L.A. (Weather Bird Press, 1982).

Sestina after a Sleepless Christmas Night

We had that millennial discussion again
Is a new decade about to begin
Or is this just the end of the old one?
I think we resolved it this time
Rather quickly by counting
The years one to ten on our fingers.

We’ll seek more solace from those fingers
As the tally of sorrows brings us again
To our knees, counting
The days till the next weekend. To begin
A year is to hope and dread. We know time
Will do what it does and one

Of these years will be our last, one
Of these days we’ll feel the fingers
Tighten around our throats for the last time.
It’s a new year again
And whether we like it or not time to begin
Our whispered reflexive prayers, counting

The minutes till the next meltdown, counting
Six five four three two one
For the big detonation, the missile strike to begin
Another bad war. The fingers
Caress the buttons and triggers again
And not for the last time.

We’d like someone to call time
Tired as we are of keeping score and counting
Fouls. But the gods are on strike again
And our incense burns at vacant altars. One
Hand tangled in a rosary, cold fingers
Numb and stiff about to begin

The race around the worry beads, begin
Tapping the desktop in time
With the funereal music of the spheres, fingers
Shaping signs for homeboys, counting
The cash and the cartridges, one
Eye on the rearview mirror again.

We begin our rote counting
Fingers on the keyboard one
Time again.

Local Spirits

We dress them with our imaginations
They have their favorite places
in shadows, corners and puddles
If they had eyes, they’d be curious
They have their favorite places
With wings they’d fly like birds
If they had eyes, they’d be curious
With tongues, they might speak
With wings they’d fly like birds
Below our feet they thread like mushrooms
With tongues they might ask
what is it doing now

Below our feet they thread like mushrooms
Sometimes we may fear to question
what is it doing now
There’s never a clear answer

Sometimes we may fear to question
the dank draft or glints on the glass
There’s never a clear answer
We forget and don’t forget
the dank draft or glints on the glass
We dress them with our imaginations
We forget and don’t forget
in shadows, corners and puddles

Christmas Brings Out the Worst in Me

Like it or not,
This is the time for soul cleansing.
Though we’d rather not remember that
To complete him, Santa is accompanied by
A sinister companion whose specialty is
Tending to rowdy children like us.
In cold or mountainous places
Such as Iceland, Japan, or the Tyrol, where
People must be just a little harder on one another
The dour companion of winter’s
Jolly divinity may be better, though
Dimly, remembered than here.
All over the world wherever we are,
Because no one is naughty any more,
Our greatest unease is marked in jokes
About finding ourselves seated at dinner
Next to some wayward kin. Our secret fear:
To be that awkward tablemate.
In the brilliance of the artificial light
On the darkest nights of the year,
Our shadows are unnaturally pale.
That lump of coal, that uninvited guest,
Are the least of what we need,
Like it or not.

Ars Poetica

The gleaner on his silver bike with plastic bundle
Crosses against the light. The front yard sign
Says prayer is our only hope. Gray morning, street
Doves scattering. What to make of the sparks

Glimmering all the way from here to there?
Line them up, count, breathe. Against the white
Of the page the eyes lose focus. Wait.
Move, pace, find shape between sounds

And spaces, fill some and choose empty
Places. Something red here for the humming
Another little pill for the heart. One waits.
Listen to The Voice of the Valley, 95.5FM

Selected Programs on KCBP 95.5 FM, The Voice of the Valley or streaming on www.kcbpradio.org

PSAs in English and Spanish broadcast multiple times a day about Covid-19 vaccination, produced by the West Modesto Community Collaborative.

NEW PROGRAMS:

Bucks Stallion’s Radio Transmission Emporium – Cyber Music – Sundays, 1am
I’ll Take You There - A musical journey with Modesto’s El Comandante - Fridays, 5:00pm; Sundays, 9:00pm. October program focused on Hispanic Heritage Month
Down on the Farm - topics important for our San Joaquin agriculture with Madera organic farmer, Tom Willey - Saturdays, 6am & 8pm
Locally Produced Programs: AREA 5150 UFO Radio – Saturday night at Midnight.

KeekHive - LaKiesha McDonald talks with men and women who have overcome great odds. Mondays & Wednesdays, 7:00am
I-On-Modesto - John Griffin interviews local people who reveal their inspiring stories. Mondays & Fridays, 10 am and Wednesdays at 9 pm.
Arts of the San Joaquin Valley with Linda Scheller - Mondays, 8:00pm; Tuesdays 9:00am & Wednesdays 8:00 pm. Listen here: https://anchor.fm/kcbp and on Spotify
Women of the Valley with Linda Scheller and Leah Hassett - 8:00pm Tuesdays & Thursdays & Wednesdays, 9:00am. Listen here: https://anchor.fm/kcbpwotv and on Spotify.

The Peril and the Promise with Pegasus - Wednesdays, 9:30 pm; Saturdays, 2:30 pm; Listen here also: https://anchor.fm/kcbp-peril Recent show: interview with Modesto Dr. Juan Solorza focused on Covid-19. In English and Spanish.

Modesto Sound - California Audio Roots Project (CARP) - Wednesdays 11:30am, & Sundays 11:00am & 5:30pm.
Where We Were - Fascinating local history with Felton Daniels. Monday & Thursdays 9am. Friday 8:30pm; Sunday at 11:00am & 4:30 pm.

Local Music Programs

Modesto Area Music Awards (MAMA) with Middagh Goodwin – Mondays 5:00pm; Fridays 9:00pm & Saturdays 6:00pm.
Freak Radio with Christian E. Boyett, 6pm Thursdays. Replays Saturdays, 9pm & Tuesdays 11pm.
This is Ska with Middagh Goodwin - Tuesdays, 9 pm; Fridays, 11pm; Sundays, 6 am.
I’ll Take You There - A musical journey with Modesto’s El Comandante - Fridays, 5:00pm; Sundays, 9:00pm.

Donate Your Vehicle to KCBP Radio: It’s a Win-Win Solution

Have you considered donating a vehicle to KCBP Radio? Not only will you cruise past the hassles altogether, but you’ll make a lasting impact.
1. It’s easy and the pick-up is free!
2. The proceeds from the sale of your vehicle will help us continue to provide community programs to you!
3. Donating saves time and money on repairs and maintenance.
4. Donating beats the hassles and worries of selling.
5. Our Vehicle Donation Support Team is here to guide you every step of the way.
6. We help you take care of the paperwork and provide you with any necessary tax documents. Vehicle donations are tax-deductible.

To donate, call (855) 500-7433, or submit the secure online form at https://careasy.org/KCBP. We accept all types of vehicles that meet the following basic requirements: Vehicle has a clear title, is in one piece, is accessible for safe towing, does not need to be running.

Unbearable Burden of Shelters

workers. What are staff members supposed to do when tasked with problems even qualified experts struggle to resolve?

Given the nature of congregate living, it’s no wonder shelters everywhere are staggering under the load of responsibilities they were not designed to handle. Emergency shelters were originally conceived and constructed to deal with short-term emergencies, especially for temporarily unemployed men.

Today’s shelters have become the default alternative for the mental institutions we shut down long ago. They’ve become overcrowded and care facilities and understaffed convalescent homes. They’ve even taken on the burden of caring for people priced out of the housing market due to widespread shortages of affordable housing.

For most of us, the word “emergency” suggests an urgent issue in need of quick resolution. Today’s emergency shelters often have the same residents for months at a time because there’s nowhere else to go.

The exigencies of extreme poverty, overcrowded hospitals, and broken systems of care have proven to be enduring and they’re getting even more dire. In the case of Stanislaus County’s low barrier shelter, some residents went in when it opened in November of 2019 and are still there. Given the inherent difficulties imposed by congregate living, it’s a wonder the shelters haven’t had more problems.

Even with the multitude of almost impossible challenges he faces every day, Major Harold Laubach remains firm in his opinion that shelters are today’s best option for people in distress.

“We’re still far better than the only other alternative,” he said, “which is sleeping in the street.”

Like many of today’s contemporary saints toiling in the fields of charity and compassion for compensation that amounts to a vow of poverty, Harold Laubach soldiers on, knowing full well a tsunami of need has breached the dike and risen over his head. As today’s last resort for people with nowhere to go, he will continue doing all he can to keep at least one door open.

Weekdays (Monday - Friday)
Various musical programs during the noon hour: Oldies, Jazz, Old Piano.
Sounds Irish Music from County Wicklow - Saturdays, 7:00 p.m.
Dead Air - Hear the Grateful Dead with Corey Daniels. Fridays, 6pm; Saturdays, 3 pm
Attitude with Arne Arnesen – 3:00pm. Political issues.
Sojourner Truth - 4:00pm. Interviews, panels focusing on issues that affect people of color.
Democracy Now! - 7:00pm. Reporting by veteran journalist Amy Goodman.
Flashpoint Magazine - 10:00pm. Politics, social issues, from KQED’s Dennis Bernstein.

Children’s Programming

Confetti Park - Saturdays 8:00am; & Sunday’s 12:30pm.
The Children’s Hour - Sundays 3:00pm.
**U.S. and Its Allies Are Fueling Worldwide Erosion of Democracy, Analysis Shows**

“We cannot rely on the U.S. or its allies to ‘champion’ democracy around the world,” said global grassroots movement Progressive International.

By JULIA CONLEY, Common Dreams

Recent internal attacks on democracy and human rights by the United States and many of its allies—which often portray themselves as exporters of such ideals—are driving an overall erosion of democracy worldwide, according to a new analysis.

The New York Times analyzed an annual report released earlier this year by V-Dem, a Swedish research institute that collects data on democracy and autocratic governments around the world, finding that the United States and several of the countries it’s considered allies in recent decades have shifted substantially away from operating as democracies—with attacks on voting rights, judicial independence, and the rights of the media among the factors driving the erosion.

The U.S. and its allies drove increases in “democracy scores,” according to V-Dem’s reporting, throughout the 1990s, accounting for 9% of democratic growth around the world. But in the past decade, the Times’ analysis showed, 36% of all democratic “backsliding” has happened in the U.S. and U.S.-aligned countries, including Turkey, Hungary, and Israel.

“Much of the world’s backsliding is not imposed on democracies by foreign powers, but rather a rot rising within the world’s most powerful network of mostly democratic alliances,” wrote Max Fisher at the Times.

V-Dem’s report, titled Autocratization Turns Viral, pointed to the arrests of Turkish journalists for their reporting on the coronavirus pandemic and the detention of “hundreds of citizens for discussing the issue on social media” as examples of democratic erosion that has intensified in the last year.

“The decay in freedom of the press, academia, civil society, and increasing spread of false information in Turkey predates 2010 but has continued since, with legal restrictions to further limit civil society activity and freedom of expression,” the report notes.

The group pointed to an assault on the judiciary and the press in Hungary as evidence of the deterioration of democracy, “dating back to as early as 2010 when [the] right-wing government led by Viktor Orbán and his Fidez party enacted several media laws that curtailed media freedom substantially.”

The Times’ analysis comes amid an intensifying assault on voting rights and elections by the Republican Party in the U.S.—and the failure of the Democratic Party, which controls the White House and both chambers of Congress, to eliminate the legislative filibuster to allow the passage of far-reaching voting rights legislation.

As Common Dreams reported earlier this month, state-level congressional maps drawn by Republican legislatures could give the party “a 13-2 advantage among representatives to the U.S. House,” while the conservative takeover of the federal courts including the U.S. Supreme Court has put reproductive rights in peril.

V-Dem’s report also pointed to the spread of disinformation that the U.S. government has “frequently engaged in” regarding the Covid-19 pandemic, with anti-science claims from the right—including former President Donald Trump—contributing to a stark partisan divide in recent Covid-19 deaths, as Common Dreams reported last week.

However, the Times emphasized, V-Dem’s data shows that the trend away from U.S. democracy “accelerated during Trump’s presidency but predated it.”

“It would be too easy to say this can all be explained by Trump,” Seva Gunitsky, a political scientist at University of Toronto, told the Times.

V-Dem’s findings and the outlet’s analysis left critics of American exceptionalism and U.S. foreign policy—including numerous wars which both Democrats and Republicans have claimed were aimed at “spreading democracy”—asking how the U.S. will continue to claim authority on democratic ideals.

“If the U.S. actually undermines democracy, how else shall we justify U.S. primacy?” tweeted Dr. Annelle Sheline of the QuinCY Institute.

As the Times noted, the erosion of democracy in the U.S. has not gone unnoticed by the global community.

“Very few in any public surveyed think American democracy is a good example for other countries to follow,” a recent Pew Research Center study found. On average, only 17% of people in surveyed countries called U.S. democracy worth emulating, while 23% said it had never offered a good example. American prosperity may no longer look so appealing either, because of growing problems, like inequality, as well as the rise of China as an alternate economic model. And awareness of the United States’ domestic problems—mass shootings, polarization, racial injustice—has greatly affected perceptions.

To people worldwide, tweeted David Adler, general co-coordinator of the global grassroots movement Progressive International, it comes as no surprise that “we cannot rely on the U.S. or its allies to ‘champion’ democracy around the world.”

“We need a new champion,” said Progressive International, “owned and operated by the popular forces of the world.”
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**IN MEMORIAM**

Shelly Scribner
Peace Activist – Special Education Teacher
Modesto Peace/Life Center Board Member

Gary Phillips
Professor of English and Film Appreciation -
Modesto Junior College

---

**Exploring the Diversity of Beliefs in Our Valley**

Monday, December 13th 7:00 PM

Please join us while we learn more about each other’s beliefs and practices. There will be four pre-recorded presentations followed by a live Q&A session with our local presenters.

This ZOOM session will include presentations by:
- Father Patrick Walker, Sacred Heart Catholic Church, Turlock
- Dr. Annelle Sheline, Coordinator of the global grassroots movement Progressive International
- Reverend Darcy Baxter, Bahai International Fellowship of Stanislaus County
- Punthi Mannav Jutt Sharma, Hindu Religious and Cultural Center of Modesto

Find us on Facebook and online at: [https://www.facebook.com/stanislausinterfaith](https://www.facebook.com/stanislausinterfaith)

KCBP RADIO-95.5 FM - THE VOICE OF THE VALLEY
SEEKS VOLUNTEERS TO HELP WITH UNDERWRITING
The right person(s) should
- Be personable
- Have good communication skills
- Have experience with selling
- Be passionate for promoting community radio

Businesses: Support a program and have your services mentioned on the air.

Contact KCBP Development Director, Jocelyn Cooper, jocelyncooper2012@gmail.com

Other volunteers needed!
MODesto Peace Life CENTER ACTIVITIES

MODESTO PEACE/LIFE CENTER ACTIVITIES

MODESTO Peace/Life Center VIGILS: SUSPENDED, held THE FIRST WEDNESDAY of the month at McHenry Ave. and J. St. (Five points), 4:00-5:00 pm. Call the Center for info: 529-5750.

MEDIA: Listen to KCBP 95.5 FM Community Radio, the “Voice of the Valley” also streaming at http://www.KCBPradio.org

PEACE LIFE CENTER BOARD MEETING, FIRST Thursdays, 829 13th St., Modesto, 6:30 pm, 529-5750. Meetings on Zoom. Email Jim Costello for login information, jcostello@igc.org

PEACE/LIFE CENTER MODESTO, 829 13th St. Call 529-5750. We’ll get back to you with current info on activities. NOTE THE CENTER’S NEW ADDRESS.

FRIDAYS

OUT on a Friday Night, a social and discussion group designed for individuals who identify as transgender, Non-Binary, or any identity on the transgender spectrum. Every Friday at 6:00pm at the Central California LGBTQ+ Collaborative 1202 H St., Suite D, Modesto CA. (Ages +18). Contact Katalina Zambra: 209-412-5436.

Overcoming Depression: small group for men & women. Every Friday, 7-15 pm. Cornerstone Community Church, 17900 Cocornex Rd, Manteca, CA 95336, (209)825-1220.


Latino Emergency Council (LEC) 3rd Fridays, 8:15 am, El Concilio, 1314 H St. Modesto. Info: Dale Butler, 522-8537.


Mujeres Latinas last Friday, lunch meetings, Info: Cristina Villego, 549-1831.

Hispanic Leadership Council. 3rd Fridays at noon, 1314 H St., Modesto 95354. Questions? Yamilet Valladolid, yanilevt@hotmail.com

Saturdays

New HIV support group: +NET Peer Support Group meets at the LGBTQ+ Advocacy Center, every 1st and 3rd Saturday of the month from 12-1pm. Focuses on supporting individuals with their struggles regarding HIV and AIDS. Providing information about community resources, promoting wellness with an emphasis on LIVING! Central California LGBTQ+ Collaborative, 1202 H St., Suite D, Modesto. Contact Vincent. To register, call or text Nicole, 209-765-8006 or visit www.nicoleottman.com.

Attention Veterans: Join us for Free Coffee & Donuts Meet & Greet at the Stanislaus Veterans Center, 3500 Coffee Rd., Modesto, every third Monday at 7 pm. Details: Norm Andrews 209-626-5551. Email: mercedlgbtcenter.org/programs/gov3support@stanpride.org.

12-Step/Buddhist Meeting starts with a 30-minute meditation and then open discussion. Held monthly every second Saturday, 4:30 to 6:00 pm, 2172 Kiernan Ave., Modesto at the UUCF in Sarana (small building, rear of the east parking lot). Free–donated offerings welcome. Information: 209 606 7214.

Free Community Drum Circle every third Saturday, 3 pm, Deva Café, 1202 J St., Modesto. No experience or drums necessary to participate. All levels welcome. https://drum-love.com/

Refuge Recovery: A Buddhist Approach to Recovery from Addiction @Friends of Ag. 1200 Tully Rd., Ste. B, Modesto. Saturdays 8-9 am. Free (donations accepted). Info:RefugeRecoveryModesto@gmail.com

Divine Feminine Gathering. Join us for a time of ritual, song and conversation as women come together to celebrate one another and the Divine among us and within us. 3rd Saturday of the month, 3:30-5:00 pm. Stockton, CA. Contact Rev. Erin King, 209-815-0763, orkingenne@gmail.com

So Easy ~ So Good: Vegetarian/Vegan/Wannee Group. Potluck, guest speakers, field trips, activist activities, movie nights, etc. Third Saturday of every month. Info: Kathy Haynes (209) 250-9961 or email kathyhaynes7ESGG@gmail.com

DEADLINE to submit articles to CONNECTIONS: Tenth of each month.
Submit peace, justice, environmental event notices to Jim Costello, jcostello@igc.org
Free Calendar listings subject to space and editing.